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Children: With Recipes for Memorable Tea Parties book reviews & author details and more at Amazon.in. Free delivery on qualified orders. Bibliography Los Angeles Magazine - Google Books Result 11 reviews of Anyone For Tea Catering Jane and her staff from Anyone for Tea. She is the only person as far as I can tell that does tea party catering and I obviously can't use her again. Thanks for helping me throw a memorable shower for my sis! I only had an excess of kid's sandwiches, but they were fabulous. Catering to Children with Recipes for Memorable Tea Parties. - eBay Kitchenette Restaurant is home style cooking in New York City. Join us Hot Pot of Tea $25.00 about 10 cups Our Famous Macaroni and Cheese. Party 1. CUPCAKE DECORATING Each child will choose between a chocolate or vanilla. Tea Related Book Reviews from The Tea House Times